Introduction
With the rapid advance of SOA, there are greater numbers of self-contained, self-describing, loosely coupled, and modular component services in the Internet. To implement sophisticated business applications, one or more services are combined into value-added and coarse-grained service oriented system, that is, composite service. Nowadays, a growing number of enterprises employ composite services to shorten the software development cycle, reduce development costs, and ultimately implement their business processes [1] .
However, faults are prone to happen during the execution of composite service. That is because a large proportion of component services are deployed in the best-effort and unreliable Internet, especially in the Mobile Fog Computing environment. Mobile Fog Computing is put forward to enable computing directly at the edge of the network, which can deliver new services for the future of the Internet. However, there are many resource-poor devices in the Mobile Fog Computing environment, for example, routers, switches, and base stations. Composite services are more prone to fault if component services are deployed on resource-poor devices [2] . Therefore, fault tolerant strategy has become a crucial necessity for building reliable composite service. In recent years, many scholars and organizations have engaged in fault tolerant strategies research and put forward various fault tolerant strategies. In this paper, an overview of key fault tolerant strategy for composite service is presented.
We categorize the fault tolerant strategies according to the phase of their adoption. When fault tolerance strategy is employed in the design phase of composite service, it is referred to as a static fault tolerant strategy. When it is adopted during the execution phase, the strategy is referred to as a dynamic fault tolerant strategy [3] . There are various implementation schemes for static and dynamic fault tolerance strategies, so an overview of main literature about them is presented in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the category of fault tolerance. Static fault tolerance strategies are analyzed in Section 3. Dynamic fault tolerance strategies are discussed in Section 4. Brief conclusion about the challenge of fault tolerance strategies is given in Section 5. The last section concludes the paper.
Category for Fault Tolerance Strategy
To enhance the reliability and trustworthiness of composite service, various fault tolerance strategies have been put forward. The major fault tolerance strategies can be divided into static and dynamic fault tolerance strategy via the phase of their adoption. Static fault tolerance strategy is employed in the design phase of composite service, and it is usually to implement the fault tolerance requirements of the user. Moreover, the designer considers the fault that is possible to occur during the execution stage and implements the coping strategy in the design stage. Dynamic fault tolerance strategy is usually adopted when the composite service really fails, and its purpose is to troubleshoot and resume execution of the composite service. In order to make the category easier to understand, fault tolerance modules are inserted into traditional composite service design and execution modules [4] . All modules are illustrated in Figure 1 .
In the design stage of the composite service, the composite service developers need to analyze fault tolerant requirements besides the functional requirements to implement complex tasks of the consumer. According to the results of the static fault tolerant requirements (which are obtained from the static fault tolerance requirements analysis module), the developer can select an appropriate strategy (which is obtained from the static fault tolerance selection module) and employ it in the service selection process. There are various traditional static fault tolerant strategies, for example, the high-certainty, high-trustworthiness, and high-reliability component services selection, exception handling and transaction techniques combination, and component services ranking. Besides, there is a kind of special fault during the execution of composite service, which can be referred to as Byzantine fault. To handle Byzantine fault, Byzantine fault tolerance strategy must be performed at the design time. All aforementioned static fault tolerance strategies will be analyzed in Section 3.
A fault may occur during the run-time of composite service. Therefore, the execution states of composite service should be collected by the run-time monitoring module. When a fault occurs, fault tolerant requirements are firstly analyzed by the dynamic fault tolerance requirements analysis module according to the fault state. Then an appropriate fault tolerant strategy is selected via the dynamic fault tolerance strategy selection module. Forward recovery, backward recovery, and checkpoint are main dynamic fault tolerance strategies. Finally, fault tolerance strategy recoveries the execution of composite service from the fault state. All aforementioned dynamic fault tolerance strategies will be discussed in Section 4.
Static Fault Tolerance Strategies
To construct a reliable and trustworthy composite service, static fault tolerant strategies are adopted at the stage of design. The purpose of static fault tolerance strategy is to select reliable and trustworthy component service for composite service. Static fault tolerance strategies are usually carried out during the service selection phase [5] . There are various static fault tolerant strategies, for example, the highcertainty component selection [6] , high-trustworthiness Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing 3 component selection [7] , high-reliability component selection [8, 9] , fault tolerance based on exception handling and transaction techniques [10] , and component services ranking [11] .
The above-mentioned strategies can only handle traditional fault of composite service, but they cannot handle Byzantine fault. A Byzantine fault poses a serious threat to the composite service via sending conflicting information to other component services. To mask this type of fault, Byzantine fault tolerance strategy must be adopted [12] . Hence, researchers keep exploring and working on this study.
Traditional Static Fault Tolerance Strategies.
Besides functional requirements, nonfunctional requirements (or QoS constraints, e.g., total execution time should be less than 10 s) should be satisfied in a composite service design. However, component service providers only provide the average QoS values or even incorrect values to improve utilization, which would lead to the violation of QoS constraints. That is to say, there will be a fault. To avoid this situation, component service with high certainty and high reputation should be chosen in selection phase [13, 14] .
To select the component services with the highest certainty for composite service, a reliable and efficient approach is put forward in [6] . Firstly, the approach adopts the probability theory and information theory to filter component services with low certainty. Then a reliable fitness function is devised via using 0-1 integer programming. Finally, the component services with the highest certainty are selected based on the fitness function.
According to the collaboration reputation, a service selection approach is proposed in [7] to select the trustworthy component service. The collaboration reputation is constructed on a component service collaboration network that includes two metrics. One metric is invoking reputation, which can be calculated via the recommendation of other component services. The other metric is invoked reputation, which can be calculated according to the interaction frequency among component services. Finally, a trustworthy component service selection algorithm is put forward based on collaboration reputation.
To improve the fault tolerance of the composite service, a novel service selection approach is proposed in [15] . The approach consists of two decision phases. In the first decision phase, the finding of reliable component service is defined as a multiple criteria decision-making problem. And a decision model is constructed to address this problem. In the second decision phase, service selection problem is formulated as an optimization problem based on QoS requirements, and a convex hull approach is presented to solve this optimization problem.
In [10] , a fault tolerant framework that is referred to as FACTS is proposed for composite service. To design a fault tolerant mechanism that combines exception handling and transaction techniques, this paper identifies a set of high level exception handling strategies and presents a new taxonomy of transactional component services. Moreover, two modules (a specification module and a verification module) are also designed for assisting service designers in constructing fault handling logic conveniently and correctly.
Component service ranking is another approach for fault tolerance. In [11] , FTCloud, a component service ranking framework, is put forward. Firstly, the framework employs two ranking algorithms. The first algorithm adopts invocation structures and frequencies of component service to make significant component ranking. The other ranking algorithm recognizes the significant component services from all composite services by fusing the system structure information and the designer's wisdom of application. After the component service ranking phase, a selection algorithm for optimal fault tolerance strategy is proposed, which can automatically supply optimal fault tolerance strategy for the significant components.
Traditional static fault tolerant strategies are usually employed in the design phase of composite service, so the key research issue of them is not the execution time reduction but the accuracy improvement [16] . Meanwhile, for aforementioned strategies that are only adopted in the design phase, their effectiveness during the execution is another key research issue. To our knowledge, there are few strategies that consider both accuracy and effectiveness during the execution.
Byzantine Fault Tolerance Strategies.
During the execution of composite service, a failed component service may send conflicting information to another component service, which constitutes various threats to the consistency of composite service. This type of fault is known as Byzantine fault [17] . To mask Byzantine fault during the execution phase, the composite service must employ a fault tolerance strategy in the design phase [18] . In recent years, some scholars engage in studying Byzantine fault tolerance strategy.
To tolerate Byzantine faults of composite service, a framework, BFT-WS, is designed and used in [19, 20] . Firstly, BFT-WS adopts the standard technology of composite service (i.e., SOAP) to construct Byzantine fault tolerance service. Employing standard technology can ensure the interoperability of component services. BFT-WS is designed as a pluggable module. Therefore, the implementation of BFT-WS needs minimum change to the composite service. Finally, the key fault tolerance schemes employed in BFT-WS are designed based on the notable Castro and Liskov's Byzantine fault tolerance approach.
A practical algorithm, Perpetual, is proposed in [21] . Perpetual can tolerate Byzantine faults of deterministic ntier composite service. Interaction between services with different number of replica is allowed in Perpetual. In addition, Perpetual supports not only long-running active threads of computation but also asynchronous invocation and processing. Therefore, Perpetual can improve performance and flexibility over other protocols.
To make the coordination of Web Services Business Activities (WS-BA) more trustworthy, a lightweight Byzantine fault tolerance algorithm is put forward in [22] . Depending on careful study of the threats of the WS-BA coordination services and comprehensive analysis of the state model, the algorithm is lightweight designed. In order to implement Byzantine fault tolerance and state machine replication of the WS-BA coordination services, the algorithm uses source ordering rather than total ordering. To orchestrate delivery of reliable composite services, a hybrid asynchronous Byzantine fault tolerant protocol, GEMINI, is proposed in [23] . Firstly, GEMINI decomposes composite services' abstract workflows from its implementation because it sustains dynamic components provisioning. Then, GEMINI guarantees the reliability of service delivery modules via a lightweight Byzantine fault tolerant protocol. Moreover, GEMINI invokes multiple component services concurrently to realize component service redundancy. Finally, GEMINI employs a single leader Byzantine faults tolerance technology to optimize the current Byzantine fault tolerant protocol.
To handle Byzantine fault, group communication is obligatory among the component service replicas. However, if the traffic between different replicas of component service is very heavy, the response time of a component service may remarkable increase. That is because component services are usually distributed on the Internet. So a key research issue of the Byzantine fault tolerant is reducing the response time of component service. Meanwhile, component service replicas are usually provided by different service providers. Therefore, how to guarantee seamless communication between replicas is another key research issue.
Dynamic Fault Tolerance Strategies
A component service may fail during the execution of composite service. The fault must be repaired via dynamic fault tolerance strategies; otherwise, it will lead to the failure of composite service. The current dynamic fault tolerance strategies include forward recovery, backward recovery, and checkpoint, which are illustrated in Figure 2 . To ensure the whole composite service in a consistent state even suffering from fault, it is necessary to provide component services with transactional property (all or nothing (every component service of composite service must either be executed successfully or have no effect whatsoever)). Backward recovery and forward recovery are two basic fault tolerance strategies supported by component service's transactional properties. If the faulty component service can be retried [24] , replicated [25] , or substituted [26] , forward recovery is allowed. If the effects produced by the faulty component service need to be compensated [27] , backward recovery is allowed [28] . However, users need to wait a long time to get the desired response when forward recovery is adopted, and users are unable to get the desired answer to their queries when backward recovery is adopted [29] . Taking checkpoint is another dynamic fault tolerance strategy. Current execution state and partial results are taken as a snapshot, which is returned to the user when a fault occurs. The checkpointed composite service can be restarted from the latest saved state, and the aggregated transactional attributes are not affected [28] . The recent researches of the dynamic fault tolerance are discussed in the following sections.
Different dynamic fault tolerance strategies need to be adopted for the different faults that occur during the execution of the composite service, and some scholars have specifically studied dynamic fault tolerance strategies selection [7] . Therefore, the main literature about it is presented in Section 4.4.
Forward Recovery.
For forward recovery, the composite service tries to fix the fault without stopping execution. Retry, replication, and substitution can be used for forward recovery [30] .
A solution based on forward recovery is proposed in [31] [32] .
Fault can be repaired by the substitution. A substitution policy is proposed in [33] , which substitutes a subset of component services (includes failed component service) with another equivalent subset. When a fault occurs, all subsets containing the failed component service are identified. Then the subsets that are equivalent to the failed one are determined. Finally, the equivalent subsets are ranked, and the failed subset is substituted by the best equivalent subset.
Replication creates redundant component services (replicas) for composite service. When a request from the user is assigned to all replicas, the technology is called active replication. Otherwise, only one replica acts as the primary one that responds to the request, and the backup replica takes over only after the primary one fails. The technology is called passive replication [34] .
WS-Replication, a framework for seamless replication of composite services, is proposed in [35] . To increase the service availability, the framework permits the deployment of a component service in a set of sites. One of the standout features of WS-Replication is that replication is done concerning component service autonomy and only SOAP is used to interact across sites. What is more, WS-Multicast (one of the major components of WS-Replication) can also be used as a self-governed component for reliable multicast in a component service setting [36] .
In [37] , a distributed replication strategy evaluation and selection framework for fault tolerant composite service is proposed. Based on the proposed framework, various replication strategies are compared by using the theoretical formula and experimental results. Moreover, a strategy selection algorithm based on both objective performance information and subjective requirements of users is proposed.
Each of the aforementioned strategies has its own advantages and disadvantages and is employed for specific fault tolerance scenarios. The composite service developer should first analyze the requirements of the user and the possible fault scenario and then select appropriate strategy [38] .
Backward Recovery.
When a fault occurs, backward recovery should be adopted if the effects need be compensated [39] .
Some scholars employed exception handling strategies to realize the backward recovery. For example, Liu et al. [10] present a framework named FACTS for fault tolerance of transactional composite service. FACTS combines exception handling and transaction techniques to improve fault tolerance of composite services. Firstly, the framework identifies a set of high level exception handling strategies. Then, a specification module is designed to help service designers to construct correct fault-handling logic. Finally, a module is devised to automatically implement fault-handling logic in WS-BPEL.
An efficient framework for fault tolerance of transactional composite service is proposed in [40] . For recovery from fault, the framework realizes a backward recovery method based on unfolding processes of Coloured Petri-Nets. The framework can be realized in distributed/shared memory system.
According to the transactional properties of component service, a framework, called FaCETa, is proposed in [41] . FaCETa employs service replacement and Coloured Petri-Nets' unrolling processes to tolerate fault. Besides, experimental results show that FaCETa efficiently realizes fault tolerant strategies for the transactional composite service with small overhead.
An approach that dynamically calculates the composite service's reliability to improve the performance of backward recovery is proposed in [42] . Firstly, a model of reliability is presented according to the doubly stochastic model and renewal processes. Then, to help the calculation of complex composite services, a bounded set strategy is briefly presented. Finally, a fault tolerance model is constructed via backward recovery block techniques.
Guillaume et al. [39] focus on checking the correctness of compensation via invariant preservation. Therefore, a correct-by-construction approach, which uses the Event-B algorithm to deal with runtime compensation, is put forward based on refinement and proof. The approach can be used as a foundational module for the compensation of run-time composite service. Meanwhile, a formal model is defined for equivalent, degraded, and upgraded service compensations.
Backward recovery needs to go back to a consistent state to repair the fault correctly. Therefore, a key issue of it is how to save the execution state of the composite service. In addition, how to look for an alternative execution path from the consistent state is another key issue of backward recovery.
Checkpoint.
Checkpoint refers to execution states of composite service gathered by orchestration in a certain time, and the composite service can return to a previous specific state for fault tolerance [43] .
Marzouk et al. [44] propose a flexible approach for composite service's execution. The approach synchronizes all flow branches of the composite service. Then a recovery state that permits saving a consistent checkpoint is constructed. When a fault or a QoS violation occurs, the failed process or a subset of running instance may be migrated to another server and restarted according to the checkpoint image.
The traditional "all-or-nothing" is too restrictive for composite service. Checkpoint techniques can relax the atomicity based on the transactional properties of component service. Based on checkpoint and transactional properties, a model that measures the fuzzy atomicity of composite service is presented in [45] . "All-or-nothing" attribute is relaxed into a fuzzy "all-something-or-almost-nothing" attribute.
Based on Coloured Petri-Nets, a checkpoint approach is proposed in [46] . If a fault occurs, the approach relaxes the all-or-nothing attribute by executing a transactional composite Web service as much as possible and taking a snapshot of faulted state. In other words, the approach returns partial answers to the user as soon as possible. According to the snapshot, the user can resume the composite service without dropping the work previously done.
In [29] , the unfolding processes of the Coloured PetriNets that control the execution of a transactional composite Web service are checkpointed if a fault occurs. In such way, users can first get partial responses as soon as they are obtained, and the composite service can be restarted from an advanced point of execution.
Dynamic Fault Tolerance Strategy Selection.
Different types of faults may happen during the execution of the composite service. Therefore, different fault tolerance strategies should be employed to recover them [47] . There are some literatures that study how to select the most appropriate fault tolerance strategy [48] .
The fault tolerance strategy selection has a significant effect on the QoS of composite service [49] . Therefore, Zheng et al. [50] investigated the problem of selecting an optimal fault tolerance strategy for building reliable composite services. They formulated the user's requirements as local constraints and global constraints and modelled the fault tolerance strategy selection as an optimization problem. A heuristic algorithm is presented to efficiently solve the optimization problem.
In [51] , a QoS-aware fault tolerant middleware is proposed to make the dependability of composite service. The middleware includes a user-collaborated QoS model, a set of fault tolerance strategies, and a context-aware algorithm that (dynamically and automatically) determines the optimal fault tolerance strategy for both stateful and stateless composite services.
To maintain the required QoS even in the presence of fault, a novel approach is proposed in [4] . This approach builds on the top of the execution system of composite service and carries out the QoS monitoring. The result of QoS monitoring determines the selection of the fault tolerance strategy in case of fault.
To select appropriate fault tolerance strategy, Shu et al. [52] considered that the reliability of composite services must be analyzed. They proposed a tree-based composition structure model called the Fault-Tolerant Composite Web Service Tree (FCWS-T). Firstly, nodes in FCWS-T are separated into two types, which are control nodes and service nodes. Then, a reliable simulation method is put forward based on FCWA-T, and it can efficiently analyze the reliability of a complex composite service. Finally, an appropriate fault tolerance strategy is selected according to the reliability.
Using priority selector and fault handler, an approach of fault tolerance for service oriented architecture is put forward in [53] . Firstly, the approach selects the first priority level scheme quickly when a fault has been detected. If the fault cannot be handled, the second priority level scheme is selected by a fault handler for average performance. Otherwise, the lowest priority level scheme is employed to handle the fault.
Discussion and Open Challenges
Fault tolerance strategy has achieved great development in recent decades and has been successfully applied for solving various faults during the execution of composite service. However, due to the special structure (i.e., based on SOA) and complex and unreliable execution environment of composite service, there are numerous challenges in the research of fault tolerance strategy.
(1) Regarding a compatible development platform for component service, to construct fault tolerant composite service, various fault tolerance strategies should be employed. Most strategies try to choose another component service to replace the faulty one. However, component services are usually developed by different organizations based on different development platform, which leads to some differences between them. These differences have negative impact on the effectiveness of fault tolerance strategy. But few literatures consider this issue now. The difference would not be eliminated unless there is a compatible development platform for component service. Therefore, one of the future researches of fault tolerance strategy is to develop a compatible development platform for component service.
(2) For effectiveness validation of fault tolerance strategy in a real network environment, in recent years, plenty of fault tolerant strategies are proposed for different fault of composite service. However, most of their effectiveness is only validated in a simulation environment. However, real network environment is complex and changeable, and all existing simulation platforms cannot simulate it. Therefore, how to validate the effectiveness of existing fault tolerance strategy in a real network environment needs further study.
Conclusion
Building a highly reliable composite service has become a key issue with the prevalence of component services in the Internet. Therefore, many fault tolerance strategies are proposed in recent years. In this paper, fault tolerance strategies are divided into static and dynamic fault tolerance strategies. For implementation of static fault tolerance strategy, there are the high-certainty, high-trustworthiness, and high-reliability component services selection, fault tolerant mechanism of combined exception handling and transaction techniques, and component services ranking. Besides, Byzantine fault tolerant strategy can mask a special kind of fault, that is, Byzantine fault. The overview of the main literature about them is discussed. For implementation of dynamic fault tolerance strategy, there are forward recovery, backward recovery, and checkpoint. The overview of main literature about them is analyzed. Moreover, some challenges in the research of fault tolerance strategy are also provided.
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